
March SIT Meeting

8:00 - 8:15 Open Forum

We would like to explore the different ways we can operate in testing days (ACT,

EOCs, etc)- using Guilford County as an example

Concerns about the dodgeball game response- SGA sponsors are getting a lot of

pushback from teachers about it being during 4th period

-some teachers are badmouthing it and the $5 charge, so other kids aren’t

wanting to join because the teachers are being unsupportive and derogatory

Prom has a TON of alternative duties/requesting to not come- sitting at around

30 requests

-if our bar is this low, what will happen at graduation? If this is “required,”

how are we going to handle this?

-Question if we could possibly split graduation and prom? Set up half and half?

-PTSA has offered some assistance with parent coverage/planning

-Beginning of the year paperwork should have the prom and graduation dates

ready to go

Teachers aren’t tracking tardies. It’s a safety issue that is going unaddressed.

Kids are also skipping a LOT; communicating with a teacher if you’re finding kids

skipping other classes. We need to get on top of the skipping issues.

Be consistent with writing notes for students if they’re leaving your class late or running

an errand.

There are school rules regarding cell phones, bathroom breaks, and tardies. We need to

be on the same page. Our bathroom issues are getting worse; we aren’t abiding by the 15

minute rule or the one in/one out rule.

Does 2200 POD have working bathrooms?

Teachers are letting kids out EARLY at the end of the day. Let’s get some admin on

that!!! And there should be an approach to individuals/consequences for those issues.

8:15 - Meeting called to order

1. Attendance

a. Brooke Stone, Lee Harris, Tavia Gilmore, Brandon Johnson, Christie

Koch, Dr. O, Richard Eudy, Erin Webster, Annalise Edwards, Sean Joyce,

Ayonna Sutton Chaplain, Rhonda Powell, Theresa Bryant, Virginia



Browne, Sam Richards Crews, Kareen Marshall, Travis Robbins, Rebecca

Oshinge, Cayla Ramirez, Lori Crump, Robin Downs, Sean Sandag

b. We have homework! Prepared by the April SIT meeting: April 19. There

should be a conversation within each department about what the

walkthrough data looks like in each department. Also for the committees.

What is going well? What is not? What can we work on? What needs to be

adjusted at the school level?

2. Celebrations/Successes (8:15-8:20)

a. Polar plunge for the special olympics went well and raised over $1200

b. A group of kids went to Southwest for the Read Across America event; it

went well!

c. ACT seems to have gone well! Fairly high attendance for it.

3. Brandon Johnson is presenting on the previous Panorama Survey

information. Here’s the link to his presentation.

a. SEL is the big push right now.

i. 55% emotion regulation- drop

ii. 49% self-efficacy; big drop in the last couple of years

iii. 79% self-management-drop

iv. Positives at West; we are beating the district and national averages

v. Disconnect between the managing priorities (skills) and the

self-belief that they can make this happen.

vi. Increases in diversity and inclusion (up almost 10%! Kids are

noticing the efforts and the things we have done here), school

climate (also LOW), school safety, sense of belonging,

teacher-student relationships (these two are LOW)

vii. Staff has some weirdness in numbers, but it’s LOW across the

board.

viii. Teachers have most of our things increasing and beating out the

district/national averages (some exceptions)

1. BIG wins in school leadership and staff/leadership

relationships (up 32 and 25 percent for things!)

ix. Families have lowered many of their responses

1. Failed to exceed the district or national percentage

b. Need to improve in student sense of belonging and student self efficacy

c. Do the cafeteria staff count as staff? Likely no, but we can get more

information on that. Cayla will ask Dana. This could be part of the issue

with numbers?

4. Everything else shifted to the next meeting!

5. Committees, need dates for meetings to put in calendar (8:20 - 8:25)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qqyhoXTsjvDMLYOTrwHKMWOxj5wwx0eUJjhVoGwGzM4/edit?usp=sharing


a. Academic Planning/Professional Development

i. Brooke Stone, Samantha Crews, Rhonda Jackson

ii. Met on 3/3! There will be a SEL PD on 3/15. Mrs. Jackson is

working on a PD for getting teachers strategies for getting kids to

take

b. Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

i. Renee Hubbard, Anne Atkins

c. Hospitality

i. Kareen Marshall and Meghna O

d. Indistar

i. Brooke Stone

e. School Culture

i. Lori Crump

f. MTAC

i. Lee Harris, Travis Robbins

g. PTSA- from Richard Eudy

6. Review Indistar Action Steps since last meeting (8:25 - 8:45)

a. A1.07: ALL teachers employ effective classroom management and

reinforce classroom rules and procedures by positively teaching them.

(5088)

b. A4.06: ALL teachers are attentive to students' emotional states, guide

students in managing their emotions, and arrange for supports and

interventions when necessary. (5124)

i. Need two more SEL PDs for the year - Jackson, Stone

ii. need info on NorthStar safespace training - Hubbard

iii. Sharee, SAVEDD club - Suicide Prevention in October - need info

for planned May event

iv. Hubbard - PTSA - mental health

c. A4.13: The LEA/School provides all high school students with

opportunities to enroll in and master rigorous coursework for college and

career readiness. (5131)

i. Need Sandag presentation from registration night?

ii. DATA?

iii. PD for drawing in diverse students to upper level courses -

Culture/APlanning

d. C2.01: The LEA/School regularly looks at school performance data and

aggregated classroom observation data and uses that data to make

decisions about school improvement and professional development needs.

(5159)

i. Once a year, SIT is to analyze observation/walkthrough data to

happen in april - information to each committee which should meet

to discuss and report back in april

7. End Meeting: 8:50 AM



8. Next meeting: April 19, 2023


